
05052: "a lot of motion with the good weather but often by bike both here in the 

stockholm suburbs and in maastricht where i took a nice walk with myrthe all 

around the city but then also biked into belgium and took several small walks in 

the various places we were reaching and the same here biking around the area and 

then exploring on foot mostly forests often quite impracticable due to the damages 

of last year storm and walking also with august to the metro station from his 

place in the north of town and through the downtown but also with jacek and brett 

up a small mountain and in a natural reserve on the east of stockholm beside 

taking walks by myself in utrecht while myrthe was working"

12074: "news gathered mostly from the internet from my swedish apartment and also 

on my laptop walking up in the morning at august's place once and at myrthe's 

place reading news about still the post-revolution arrest in egypt making a few 

deaths  but  mostly  the  nerve  gas  attack  in  syria  which  almost  caused  an  new 

international conflict and again one more bus crash killing many this time in 

guatemala"

02116: "a proliferation of dreams now that i am not traveling and i have been 

very steady both in my swedish apartment and lately even in utrecht with possibly 

also a light sleep due to my back pains which has facilitated remembering of 

dreams that have been often reminiscences of my time in italy both at the sea side 

and on the mountains with many ones concerning both my girlfriend and son but also 

his mother and professors at the university with a few dreams also related to 

being going fast and being unable to move or being taken by a woman i don't like"

05_043: "a fable written at last after a summer of moving around and not really 

being able to write fables with all the evening spent on holiday where however i 

have been observing many animals and still quite being impressed by the gull also 

by looking at a documentary with my son of a little sort from iceland and writing 

a fable where again the animal goes through a metamorphosis and at last restore 

all humans to eden but then turn all angels into evils and in this respect keep 

changing the courses of what would be otherwise immutable like the heavens"

17035: "cannot quite locate when and where i recorded theses clouds since the 

file belonging to this month i realized to be containing all previous clouds that 

i have detected while living in the states and not as i thought in sweden but 

anyway almost on my way there so possibly while traveling to visit my biological 

father in montreal and around the ontario lake despite the days of perfect sun but 

also traveling with jacek in new england to vermont and maine detecting allot of 

newly born kids and a few naked women in sexual poses but even many exotic animals 

like camels and sea horses with a final cloud of a boy playing video-game with a 

dinosaur head probably unconsciously connected to my son"

13080: "filming taking place from beginning in belgium finding the landscape 

quite brutal biking in a small valley but then really enjoying the strolling on 

the hills with my myrthe and filming that landscape to then shortly do some



filming in the beautiful maastricht prior returning to sweden finding there an 

amazing weather and taking long bike rides to remote landscapes and even all the 

way to the university to also stay with august in the weekend at my place and go 

to our favorite beach by the water returning later to utrecht for a whole week 

spent mostly wiritng but also having possibilities to explore still the ancient 

charming city despite the rain and a sunny weekend with myrthe in amsterdam prior 

returning to sweden and getting into more biking explorations also with my old 

norwegian colleague åsmund going up a hill up stream and filming the amazing sunny 

landscape from there"

01117: "a month spent at home getting my head back into reading theoretical texts 

and recompiling them with pictures from my project so quite allot of time spent 

initially in this operation but also allot of biking after biking quite much with 

myrthe in the netherlands with related activities including trying to fix a bike 

for august and resolving to steal an half broken one in front of the station 

repainting and changing the wheels to then go out both biking but mostly walking 

due to a little inflammation on my right foot to our favorite beach to light fires 

and barbequeing till at last meeting my supervisor at the university and getting 

hard in writings while staying with myrthe in her utrecht attic and doing little 

home improvements in my studio room like adding extra shelves and fixing a place 

where to do my paintings which i have finally resumed to at last doing allot of 

explorations with allot of picture taking and other parts of my documentation 

during a long weekend in berlin with myrthe and alone"

12075: "news read while in my studio but also in myrthe's utrecht attic and in 

the bedroom we had for some time in the berlin suburb always using my computer and 

reading much about still many deaths in the middle east but also quite some deadly 

turbulence in the center of africa and most strikingly an muslim attack to a mall 

in kenya but also natural calamities particularly in southern united states and 

mexico"

09044: "quite many recordings of thoughts now after a rather long period having no 

possibility to walk alone and being really thoughtless but this time i had 

several possibilities to record going out with my bike and finally be able to 

reach nature from my industrialized suburb but also walking through it in the 

middle of the night and recording on my way to myrthe with and also while walking 

by lakes coming back from my son's apartment and feeling a big need to breath the 

autumn air and think about my situation at the university whether i should seek 

for more autonomy which has been also the issue of my walks while in berlin going 

early morning to check a spy tower station or walking at sunset in the orangerie 

of potsdam"

15043: "quite some clean air breath particularly while keeping in the utrecht 

attic writing but then always experiencing the bad air from the nearby factory 

while in my swedish apartment particularly with the nice weather walking with 

august on the other side of the bridge to our secret beach or going for a run



until with myrthe again we spent along weekend in berlin finding little traffic 

but during an excursion i took to potsdam experiencing there a bit of a rush hour" 

03_062: "music heard while first with my son at the italian sea side taking him to 

small amusement parks and reviving some songs belonging to my youth but also songs 

to  celebrate  my  birthday  and  later  spending  a  period  in  sweden  alone  almost 

hearing no songs until myrthe's arrival and listening to her singing to me love 

songs and then traveling with her and august to my native mountains listening 

songs there from a traditional choir but also a cd with music in my mom's car 

while driving up a mountain covered in fog"

06029: "running not so much with the summer trips and much more activities taken 

nonetheless feeling healthy particularly after being down south at the sea side 

and also getting a bike thus training my leg muscles and attempting to record my 

speed biking but at last having an inflammation of my plantar fascis on my right 

foot and quitting all together but at last trying also to do running in the 

netherlands and only being able to resume it after much walking and outdoor in 

germany making me feel very healthy again"

04043: "a quite complicated period having to accept many new things like myrthe's 

social life and my supervisor imposing me a cannon and restricting my entire 

research plan which has generated allot of distress but nonetheless having great 

days with myrthe again feeling happy about writing at her attic before meeting the 

supervisor and also after during our trip to berlin but also being most happy 

trying to be very independent and taking amazing walks in the berlin outskirts 

which gave allot of energies till again getting my mood down in the sedentary 

university environment undecided whether to fight or let go to their impositions 

but getting at last to start the negotiations and also getting a hard time with 

august being most rebellious and unwilling to spend time with me"

16054: "still a nice autumn here in sweden but then experiencing the first rains 

particularly in the netherlands where i anyway had to write and finding again 

quite a nice weather back in sweden also being with august out by the water with 

no shirt enjoying the sun and latter also in berlin with myrthe finding a very 

nice weather but quite cold evenings like taking her to the station in the middle 

of the night and having to walk allot at sun rise to fully warm up and finally 

coming back to sweden with the weather also quite rainy but even some periods of 

sun which allowed me to be out running"

18050: "at last the autumn wind makes itself being felt particularly to begin 

with in the netherlands while being with myrthe like walking with his father and 

brother to check monuments around the city but also in sweden even just being 

shortly out from the university waiting for the commuter train but then also 

experiencing days of little wind but also days of much exposure being in berlin 

and getting more of the artificial wind of the modern suburbs in which we were 

staying or just walking up and down the hills on the outskirt and finally in 

potsdam feeling the wind off and on because of the buildings"



05053: "a lot of walking with the good weather biking to places and taking small 

walks like in a weekend with august and my old norwegian colleague åsmund but then 

being quite blocked due to again an inflammation of my plantar fasci on my right 

foot and finding slowly a way to walk again by taping up my foot to support 

walking and talking rather extensive walks with myrthe in utrecht and admsterdam 

to then also walk allot myself from nyköping to the airport and in berlin with 

myrthe again from the south to the north of the city but also all alone to the 

american spy tower station in and across the woods to some rich neighborhood and 

then again in tiergarten like this past winter but also taking a quite large walk 

in potsdam feeling really good and free of roaming from dusk to dawn trying to 

recover my sanity after all the brain washing i get from work"


